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Abstract
We plan to engage with adolescents as participatory
designers of a digital game to help them make more
informed decisions around technologically-mediated
sexuality, involving youth directly in the design process
at every step. This project raises questions about how,
as researchers and designers, we can help youth make,
hopefully, more informed decisions regarding their
privacy. Involving youth in the project allows us to
answer: What do youth desire to keep private and what
do they want to have be public and open? From whom
do youth desire privacy? Our participatory design
method helps ensure that ethical concerns around
collecting and analyzing user data, balancing privacy
and disclosure, and trade-offs between privacy and
beneficial outcomes are calibrated to the specific needs
of our user population.
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Introduction
Youth sexuality has long been both an ethicallycontested issue and a vital area of inquiry. Often,
approaches to youth sexuality have been prohibitionist
and focused on prevention—of pregnancy, sexuallytransmitted infections (STIs), or even sexual behavior
itself—even as studies show that abstinence-based
frameworks are not effective [11]. Similarly,
interventions or educational projects tend to be
imposed top down, based on adult beliefs about
appropriate behavior [3,4]. Building on research
examining youth’s own attitudes toward sexuality [9],
rather than prohibition, our approach focuses on
helping youth make informed, empowered choices
about technologically-mediated sexuality [5], including
involving youth in the definition of the problem and
design of solutions, under the premise that such work
is both more ethical and more effective.

Teens, Games, and Participatory Design
We will build a digital game that allows youth to learn
about and engage in informed decision-making around
technologically-mediated sexuality, involving youth in
the design process at every step. Participatory design
practices are well-established [8,10], including with
children and teens, but only occasionally involve
content that can be construed as risky to the
participants themselves [2,15]. Projects such as
Kidsteam (facilitated at the University of Maryland by
Allison Druin) engage children as co-designers in
educational and edutainment experiences primarily, but
usually on traditional curriculum content subjects [7].

Teen-developed games on sexuality already exist within
independent design communities: tools such as Twine,
Construct 2, and Ren’Py are particularly popular
because they require minimal programming literacy and
enable one-person development teams to create
interactive content [14]. Teen explorations of sexual
identity through game design of this kind are usually
very personal, although they might be distributed
through social networks or communities with shared
interests and practices, and are often centered on
practices in fandom or transformative works (with an
especially large community creating dating and sex
simulations inspired by anime) [13].
Engaging and extending these existing development
practices in the service of education is tempting, but
challenging. Peer education, discussion, and discourse
is one of the best tools we have for encouraging frank
and diverse attitudes towards sexuality among teens
[16], but existing games cannot be easily used to
facilitate such discussions: They lack both intentional
frameworks and the diversity that comes from multiple
perspectives informing the design process

Ethics through Participatory Design
Our project to develop a game to facilitate healthy
discussions of sexuality among teens brings in
teenagers as participatory designers, both from
participants already engaged in game design or other
expressive practices and participants with a strong
interest in the subject who may not have created
anything of this kind before. While some teen game
designers build strong identities and networks around
their work, many publish under pseudonyms and hide
their work from parents, mentors, and even peers. This
freedom and selective anonymity is essential to the

confessional aspect of many of these games involving
sexuality, particularly when that sexuality involves
partners or practices that are marginalized.

sexual exploration is known to be detrimental. One of
the key benefits of involving youth in the project is to
be able to answer with better precision:

Previous work in participatory design has identified a
procedure [6] without mentioning the ethical
implications of such study. Other participatory design
researchers have discussed the ethics of participantdesigned solutions with their participants but not
published reflections on the ethics of the research
project itself [1]. It seems to be assumed that
participatory design is inherently ethical because the
researchers value the knowledge of (presumably less
educated) participants [12]. In our work to design an
informative and ethical participatory research project to
investigate taboo topics with young participants, we
have laid out principles guiding our study to identify
and adhere to ethical standards and protect the privacy
of the youth in our study:

 What information do youth desire to keep private

 Transparency: Being open to participants about our

intent to better understand their social behavior
 Autonomy: Giving participants control over what is

shared and how it is shared (anonymously or not)
 Literacy: Providing participants with comprehensive

information about both technological and social
aspects of the issue at hand.
This project raises important questions about how, as
researchers and designers, we can make, and help
youth to make, more informed decisions regarding
privacy—given the abstinence focus of many adults, the
impulse of youth is often to hide. This cuts them off
from knowledge and resources. On the other hand, not
having privacy from authority figures and peers around

with respect to technologically-mediated sexuality
and what might they want to have be more public
and open?
 From whom do youth desire privacy with respect to

technologically-mediated sexuality, particularly since
there is often a disjuncture between desire for
interpersonal and institutional privacy? [17]
In conclusion, we plan to engage teenagers as
participatory designers for a digital game about
informed decision-making around technologicallymediated sexuality. This approach away from treating
privacy as a binary but instead considers the way it
may function better as a spectrum or a case-by-case
determination. Our participatory design process will
ensure that ethical concerns around collecting and
analyzing user data, balancing privacy and disclosure,
and trade-offs between privacy and beneficial outcomes
are calibrated to the specific needs of our population.
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